August 2022 Video Library: FITNESS
______________________________________________________________________________
Cross Train: Repetition Ladder, Cardio, Core
Some mental training as well as physical, with repetition ladders and a great finisher at the end!
For 60 seconds each, train your core while maintaining good posture, and then push your heart
rate. This workout goes fast! Props: 2 light, medium and heavy weights, mat, towel and water.
45 minutes.

Cross Train: Two Sweet Treats . . . Twists and Tabata!
Our focus today is on delicious twists! Our spine (and everything attached to it) moves in 8
different directions: forward flexion (we do a lot of that), back extension, lateral side bending
left & right, rotation left & right, compression & decompression. Move through the workout
sharing each twist with your entire body Props: 2 light, and medium weights, mat, towel and
water. 60 minutes.

Cross Train WOMEN: HIIT and ‘Recruit the Glutes’
We have three HIIT circuits today: 45 seconds Dynamic Exercise with 15 seconds Active Rest, it
goes quickly! Layer on a new awareness of engaging the Lower Glutes, training our neural
pathways to know how to engage them with a neat trick. Oh and a couple of Tabatas mixed in
too! Props: 2 light, medium and heavy weights, mat, towel, water. 60 minutes.

Cross Train WOMEN: Absolute vs Functional Strength
Absolute strength (think bicep curl) and functional strength (think carrying groceries) – we need
‘em both! We work through a Giant Set which alternates between them: 20 reps Absolute
Strength, then 60 seconds Functional. Props: 2 small, 2 medium, 1 heavy weight, mat, towel
and water. 60 minutes.

Movement for Stiff Bodies: Band, Chair and Partner 21s
Ease into the workout by warming up with the chair! Then we work through super sets (a back
exercise with a theraband or yoga belt, paired with a lower body exercise with the chair), mixed
with Partner 21 drills (with me as your partner!) Props: theraband or yoga belt, sturdy chair, 2
light, 2 medium weigh, mat, towel and water. 45 minutes

Movement for Stiff Bodies: Close to the Mat
Feeling a little low on energy but know you’ll feel better after workout out? This is the one for
you! A mix of super sets and Tabata, all low to the mat, working at your own pace. Props: 2
light, medium and 1 heavy weights, mat, towel and water. 45 minutes.

Mindful Fitness for Aging Well: Cross Lateral Patterning & Balance
Cross lateral patterning is happening in our bodies/brains/nervous systems all the time,
whereby the left side of the brain controls the right side of the body and vice versa! In this
workout, we find as many combinations to continue to embed those healthy neural pathways,
working with super sets, and including single-sided balance work. Props: 2 light & 2 medium
weights, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes.

Mindful Fitness for Aging Well: Chair and Agility
Warmup with a sturdy chair: Downward Dog, Twists, Figure 4, Hams and Hips. Then we work
through mini circuits of 3 exercises, 1 with the chair (legs), 1 for core and 1 for agility. Agility is
the sister to Balance, especially as we age, and like all things, if we don’t practice, we don’t have
it when we need it!
Props: 2 light and 2 medium weights, sturdy chair, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes.

